Ford 4.9 efi performance mods
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mayhem17 Start date May 24, So I'm totally new to these engines really. Didn't realize that there
was a performance market on these beasts. I just picked up my first, its a 94 f with the 4. Spent a
few hours going through this forum last night looking for the info I need. I've purchased
everything I need in that department, including a larger radiator, and electric fans and removing
the original. After buying this is when I just happened to stumble on some youtube videos that
really sparked my interest. Well, this truck has k or so miles on it now, and I'm about to have the
whole top end off the motor, and sending the head to the machine shop. I was contemplating
purchasing a bottom end rebuild kit, but maybe going with a flat top piston setup to up the
compression. My question here is, on a stock truck like what I'll be working with, is it worth it to
do this? What kind of power increase would this bring? I'm not building a hotrod truck here, but
who doesn't want what they drive to have balls? I was thinking about redoing the bottom end on
the truck anyhow, as the entire reason for this failure in the first place was lack of maintenance.
I've seen this guys other vehicles, and helped him work on them, and just never changes the oil
like he should among other things. I want a nice daily driver truck, that can still get down the
road when I need it to. Also would be interested in some other relatively cheap things I could do
to make this old truck come alive, without breaking the bank. Depending on the cost, I might
actually look into having some work done on the head since it'll be there anyhow. I really don't
know yet, as it all depends on cost and money on hand at the time. Supporter After blowing a
head gasket and having to replace the radiator definitely have the head checked for cracks
before the machine shop does any further work on it. Good luck. Aftermarket ones don't flow as
much as a lot of OEM ones and neither flow like a stock mechanical fan. Go with 3. These truck
usually came with 3. Maybe toss a cam at it? There isn't much of a performance market. You
can get intakes for the carb engines, cams only a few are efi friendly and build a solid bottom
end with off the shelf parts. All the other gains come from top end work which is obscenely
expensive if you're not DIYing a lot of it. The more power you want to make the more expensive
a gets compared to a They're great engines and easy to work on but don't expect to be picking
parts kits out of a catalog like you would for a smallblock. My main question first off is about the
piston upgrade. I'm probably going to go ahead and rebuild the bottom end anyhow, and
curious if spending the extra money on a flat top piston would do much for me. As far as
gearing goes, this truck is mainly going to be used on the highway, so not really wanting to
change the gearing. Not looking to drag race people, just have more balls. Of course the head
will be checked, hence the reason it's going to the machine shop. I also know a guy that can do
some nice port work for a very fair price friend of the family. Anyone done this on a slightly
modded truck before? Would be curious on what that could do for me, without possibly
replacing the cam looking to get the best mpg I can here still. Also, the reason I went with the
electric fan, was because I'm going with a larger radiator. The one that was in it was a 1 core,
replaced with a 2 core. There wasn't much room to begin with, and seems like this larger
radiator would be up against the fan. Also replaced thermostat with a lower temp one, along
with a few other differences in parts for cooling. Have heard that also getting rid of the original
can free up some ponies also. Also to mention that I purchased 2 fans to mount on the radiator.
Stock these EFI engines have 8. Unleaded fuel. Boring the engine over size is going to increase
the C. A good piston upgrade is the late up hyperectic pistions. Using an Aluminum cam timing
gear set is also good upgrade. I once planed on doing mild porting to my EFI head along good
valve job and back cut valves, blended valve bowls, polishing and CC of the combustion
chambers, plus polish the pistion tops, when it was time for a rebuild. Good luck on your
rebuild. They are a little stronger piston that Ford used factory stock in the last of the 4. Hi, no
need to to go with a low temp thermostat. I would use what Ford used or Modern engines run a
little hotter and a lot cleaner now. Look at the cylinder walls now that the head is off. Look for a
ridge at the top, for cross hatching, glazing, anything bad. The is a great engine, have fun. Were
you talking high flow aftermarket cat, or free flow modifications to the stock one?
CoupeBoy":hbkv4v9o said:. So the newer model pistons are stronger then, but no performance
increase? You must log in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise
content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use
this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦. The Jalopy Journal.
Terms of Service. Privacy Policy. Log in or Sign up. Atomic Industries Register now to get rid of
these ads! The H. I know cliffords and offy make tons of parts for these engines. I've heard
clifford's is overpriced. I am specifically looking at the intakes. Cliffords offers a Weber Dual
Carb setup, how much advantage would the dual carb have over lets say an offy intake with one

single 4bbl carb assuming the combined two barrels equal the same cfm's of one 4 barrel,
making it a matter of distribution? Price wise the Clifford setup is around While the offy setup is
closer to Any other reccomendations would be great. Also any good performance part supplier
information would be good as well. I have been to fordsix and that forum doesn't stay nearly as
busy as this one. Check out Inliners International. Several years ago there was an article in theit
12 port news about cutting ford V8 head and rewelding the pieces for a " six. Bearing Burner ,
Aug 9, The first question you need to answer is what do you want the motor to do. Once that is
answered, you can start looking at what manifold will best fit your application. I run a Offy 4 bbl
dual port manifold on my But then it is a truck motor and I built it for pulling, not racing. The
single plane manifolds by both Clifford and Offy are designed for higher rpm applications.
However, the big sticking point is the head. The head needs a ton of work to get it to flow well
enough to take full advantage of a big single plane intake. Boring the block to 4. That is the
same bore size as standard Ford FE series , , and engines. Decking is good, It never hurts to
bring the compression up, just keep an eye on your clearances. I run a Comp H cam in my , it
has great low end torque and pulls good through the rpm range only rpm, as the head gets
pretty wheezy after that. While your waiting, read the rules and go do an introduction. Last
edited: Aug 27, FrozenMerc , Aug 9, Bigjake , Aug 9, This is going to be a driver, occasional fun.
I still want something that lopes a little at idle and has plenty of getup and go when I need it be
fun to watch the guys in these 5. Something that also gets decent mileage when I'm just cruisin
on the freeway 18mpg would be nice but some of that I will take care of with gearing. Frozen
Merc what do you get mileage wise with your setup? Any Idea? Also where do you all stop
redlining your engines at? Im thinking would be a good cruising RPM on the , please correct me
if I'm wrong. Oh about the head, I'm getting conflicting info from cliffords Whats up with that? I
was kind of stunned to hear that because first thing to pickup power through a head is to port
and polish them. The only logical sense that I can make from it is that the faster the air is
moving the better chance it has to fill the 1 and 6 cylinders? FrozenMerc knows his poo. If you
are not willing to step up to some high dollar head work, then accept the engine for what it is
and build your self a rpm torquer. An open plenum single plane intake would only work against
you. You and your ride will both be happier. Chubby I'm a little confused. You are saying an
open plenum single plane is best for a torquer not for higher revs? I very well may spend some
money on head work, but I don't think I will need anything over I'd just like some thump off the
line A dual carb set up is SEXY. I get mpg with my and an AOD behind it installed in a very
un-aerodynamic truck. It will pull down to the mpg range with an open car trailer behind it. I see
no harm in doing some porting and polishing work. However, be careful. There is a bunch of
back yard mechanics that have taken a die grinder to a head or 2 and had absolutely no
performance gain to show for it in the end. I would recommend a light cleaning up of the bowl
area around the valve stems and a gasket match. Anything else for a street motor is probably
unwarranted. A set of headers, bumping the compression up to around 9. Good Luck. You
mentioned boring it over to accept pistons. I will probably bore it over as it is a high mileage
engine. Are the wrist pins the same? Can I use the stock rods or is there something better on
the market? A piston is taller than the original of a , correct? That in turn with light decking
should raise the compression up considerable? And it's going in my I just want to do it once
and do it right. While I'm sure there will be more cars to come in my future, this is the one I want
to do once and have forever. I'm tracking now Chubby. What about the later heads on the EFI
's? Fact, or someones opinion? I'm flipping a "mental coin" between a or for my F Thanks
gents! I've been flipping that same coin I'm into the sixes all the way. Problem is I got a sitting
here, doesn't make good economical sense not to use it. But I'm gonna part it out and go for the
six. Ak Miller did a lot with the I don't know where to send you to look for it. Ak told me when he
was still around. He liked turbo on propane. Made good HP and torque. Chili Phil , Aug 10, What
the hell is this "economic sense" crap? Economic sense is a nice used 4 cyl Ranger. We are Hot
Rodders. Stand tall, ride low, go fast, and damn the economic sense! How about Smokey Yunick
and his "homogenizer"? He got hp out of an iron duke. He said he it would be worthless on a as
it would make too much hp. Wish I had kept the article. GassersGarage , Aug 10, The later efi
head is better flowing than the carb head, but not much. However the efi manifolds exhaust and
intake is were the real gains were made. If a person was dead set on keeping an exhuast
manifold instead of header, the late model efi manifold is the way to go. Pistons: This is were a
little research is required. There a large number of FE Ford pistons out there. All with different
compression heights, profiles, etc. Part of the reason they work is that the shares the same
stroke as the and FE's 3. I think the pins are the same diameter, however I may be wrong on
that. Bottom line, Search around. There was a number of different FE's built that all used
different shaped pistons. Plus there is a huge aftermarket supply for the FE's and a number of
companies making different and custom pistons. You should be able to find something that will

work well. Last edited: Aug 25, FrozenMerc , Aug 10, Either the single 4V or the 2 x 2s will work
fine on the street. I like the looks of multiple carbs. I recommend the EFI cast exhaust manifolds
on the street as their performance is comparable to headers without the headaches. I
recommend hypereutectic pistons instead of cast pistons with internal expansion struts. The
stock pistons are prone to cracking. Replace the fiber timing gears with metal ones. Bowl
blending and general port clean up makes a big improvement in these engines. The head from a
carbed engine will flow better than an EFI head due to the valve shrouding on the EFI head, but
the fast-burn characteristics make the EFI head a better choice for best fuel economy. The
carbed head is also easier to modify for Chevy rockers. Love those s. Frozen Merc, thanks for
the dimensions I was actually getting ready to ask if any of you had any clearances These
motors all have pressed in head studs, are those sufficient or should they be yanked and
threaded head bolts used? As far as economic sense Cliffords say that they deck a head 60
thousandths, but that doesn't jive with deck height that you show Merc I'm not disputing you
because I have found the same specs you quoted other places. My machinist also told me that
he thought 60 thousandths sounded like quite a bit. Are the guys at Cliffords blowing smoke or
what? Short of a billet head, blower, or turbo, the biggest power increase for this engine is an
aluminum Boss derived head. At one time people made them by cutting and welding V-8 heads.
Someone eventually made a casting that eliminated the need for all that work. I assume those
heads are still available. If not, enough looking could probably find one. CutawayAl , Aug 10, He
knows what works and what doesn't. Seem an interesting project compared to buying the two
by two from Clifford. Any background info? Thanks: Paul T. I may try to go with a T5, however
Ive also been told M5OD-R2 will work, and the f likely be a donor for me from a late 80's early
90's had a five speed as well. I think it had a granny gear in it. Anyone have any idea what model
that tranny or any other tranny that will bolt to a is please post them The one pictured belongs
to a friend. I built a similar one with three Holley carbs on an engine that made rear wheel
horsepower. You must log in or sign up to reply here. Show Ignored Content. Share This Page
Tweet. Your name or email address: Do you already have an account? No, create an account
now. Yes, my password is: Forgot your password? Atomic Industry Our Affiliate Link Policy.
Twitter Instagram. Ford's cubic inch inline six cylinder engine is one of the world's most
popular unkillable engines. With an excellent reputation for reliability and several decades of
production, the six has provided millions of truck and van owners with faithful service. While it
might be stout, the 4. In most applications this isn't an issue, as it was intended to provide
affordable towing and hauling capability with modest fuel consumption, and after all it was
enough to help a Ford truck win the Baja no less than three times. Still, those seeking a boost in
power have traditionally gone the swap route and dropped one of the many Ford V8 engines
that are a direct fit for any CID 6 application. A growing number of Ford fans, however, are now
choosing to walk a different path. In a world where small block V8s are everywhere, building a
six for performance is a way to stand out from the crowd. Compared to even 10 years ago,
there's a growing amount of aftermarket support for squeezing more horsepower and torque out
of this often overlooked engine. Curious about how to put together a performance build of the
Ford inline 6 variety? Here are the 3 steps to take towards building more power. Note: we're
going to avoid providing specific power gains for each of these mods, as different combinations
will yield different results, especially on a motor as bottled-up as the 4. Consider these as the
baseline modifications you'll want to make, and remember that you'll have to tune accordingly
to take full advantage of what they bring to the table. One of the biggest roadblocks to making
horsepower with the Ford six is its ability to breathe, and one of the easiest ways to improve its
lung capacity is by installing a header to replace the stock exhaust manifold. There are a
number of different companies that make header designs for the Ford engine, including Hooker,
Hedman, and Clifford, with most of these being long tube designs. There's a major caveat to
this advice, however, and it has to do with comparing carbureted to fuel-injected engines. The
former will see major benefits with a header installation, but EFI motors are already rocking
some very efficient exhaust manifolds and there's no advantage to replacing them. In fact, you'll
often see carbureted six projects with EFI manifolds because they're better at managing heat
than a long tube header, and are significantly less expensive. If you're running a full exhaust
then an EFI manifold is a good choice across the board. Spending more money on long tube
headers for a carb build will see additional gains, while those running forced induction or a full
race motor will definitely want to move past the standard manifold. Keep in mind, too, that peak
power is only the tip of the iceberg. A good header or manifold upgrade can help an engine
churn out more average power across the RPM range than it would have stock, which translates
into a better driving experience. It's equally important for the Ford 's intake system to be
upgraded in order for it to take full advantage of any exhaust mods. Most aftermarket intakes
are geared towards facilitating the replacement of the stock 1-barrel carburetor with a much

more effective 4-barrel unit, although it's possible to add a 2-barrel to the stock intake by way of
an adapter. Companies offering 4. Side draft and down draft manifolds are also available. Not all
of these intakes are currently in production, but they are floating around out there in the corner
of someone's garage or the top shelf of an auto parts warehouseâ€” if you dig. We're going to
break our rule about 'no specific power predictions' to point out that with the right combination
of intake and exhaust, you can easily add 60 to 75 horsepower to the six, along with 50
additional lb-ft of torque. We're mentioning this because that's an astounding 60 percent
improvement over stock, given the engine's modest baseline. It's very possible to over-carb the
engine, so don't go too wild when picking a 4-barrel. Make sure it matches the fueling needs of
your build. If you're sticking with EFI, you'll be disappointed to find out that factory is your only
bet when it comes to intakes. Given that it was offered in so many different applications, it's not
surprising that the list of available camshaft grinds for the Ford is long and distinguished. The
most important thing when choosing a camshaft is making sure it matches the type of driving
you plan to do. Shifting all of the performance to the high end of the RPM range doesn't make a
lot of sense for a street-driven 4. If you're building a drag car, it's a different story. Engine
compression and the ability to tune to take advantage of the improved lift is also crucial, so if
you're an EFI owner you'll want to move to an aftermarket engine management system. Finally,
don't forget to upgrade the valvetrain to deal with any additional stress that might be put on it
by a more aggressive camshaft. Sign up for more restomod content to add horsepower to your
inbox. Camshaft Given that it was offered in so many different applications, it's not surprising
that the list of available camshaft grinds for the Ford is long and distinguished. More From
Driving Line Curious about other unkillable engines that will run forever? Check out our
round-up of the most reliable motors ever built. Recommended For You. Retrobuilt Bullitt:
Based on a Mustang. Stung by a Sharp Kia Stinger. Subscription Confirmed! Continue on to the
site and look for links to the latest articles, as soon as they are released. Sign me up for a
quarterly digital magazine subscription. View or Download our free Digital Magazines Today! Go
to newsstand. I could instantly feel the power increase. I appreciate that the efiguys took the
time to properly eliminate the smog garbage on these trucks. One of the best aspects of this kit
is that I could eliminate the rats nest of emissions hoses and garbage that made it difficult to
work on this truck. Now there is plenty of room. I wanted to retain EFI - but was about to put a
carburetor on it I was so angry. I felt I had ruined my truck and was carb shopping when i found
the website. Enter EFI Guys Enter Russell: This guy took time out of his day to call me and
troubleshoot my truck over the phone!!! We pinned down that the ECM was toast. With a new
ECM, the Twister smog kit, and all the other garbage gone, this little is a tire burner! And now it
only has 6 sensors total!!! Before my twisted smog I was averaging 7 mpg on the highway in my
93 f crew cab long bed. After the twisted smog I've been averaging 12 mpg at mph on the
highway. Couldn't be happier with Russel and his customer service. I have this in my 7. Thank
you efiguys for helping me make my truck come to life. Twisted smog delete box is worth every
penny. As for the belt on a 95 f with ac after a few slung belts it wound up being Unlike the
Highly recommend. Hooking up the Twisted Smog box could not have been easier. The
directions are clear and straightforward. I hooked mine up and it was good from the start. No
codes at all. Even if I had trouble, Russel does a great job of taking care of customers and has
been a wealth of knowledge answering many questions for me. This is one of several items I
bought to upgrade my F and I could not be happier. Thanks, from Casper Wy. I installed the
Twisted Smog on my F and could not be happier! The instructions were easy to understand and
the install was very straight forward. I have noticed improved performance and fuel economy. I
am very impressed. The only downside is that I am not seeing the fuel economy increase
anymore because the improved performance has turned my foot into lead. I would highly
recommend this product to anyone. Amazing results, tons of noticeable power. The intake
manifold really let the motor get air and breath. The smog delete blockboff kit, produced tons of
power not having to push that horse power robbing smog pump and exaust gas air. Thanks
Russell for all the awesome products, and all the continued technical support with your
products. Even though it is a work in progress, it is well under way to being restored. Super
easy install comes with everything you need literally cut wires and hook them up and enjoy no
smog engine makes it alot better. This will allow your ECU to run the engine solely off of the
needed fuel injection sensors and components. Using the same approach as we take in our
vintage stand-alone harnesses we are now able to do a full EGR, vacuum sensor and smog
system isolation for Ford trucks and Broncos. This unit isolates and partitions off the EGR
sensors and components in a way that allows your engine to only run on the needed
fuel-injection components. This throttle body is great! So fast and responsive. I am amazed by
how much power is in the old truck. I am also completely satisfied with the customer service. I
was still figuring out exactly what I wanted when I called and Russel took the time to answer a

lot of questions for me. I am completely happy with everything I have bought from them. I'll be
calling them again when it is time to upgrade my other truck! Well let me start by saying my
truck was completely stock absolutely nothing done to it. Now I have headers redone heads just
cause my old exhaust manifold studs snapped off in the head but yes headers and I had my
intake done by russle and this low profile throttle body. Just like it states everything is plug and
play would recommend if your not a mechanic to take pictures of where all the sensors and
vacuum lines go but just so it's easier when going back together. Now that I have that put of the
way the power and throttle response everything is ridiculous I still cant believe how just the
three things I did literally woke this truck up I am absolutely in love with the power everything.
My new 73 I just bought will be getting these same parts done by russle and I cant wait. The
advice and help you get as well from russle is amazing he will literally help you threw the entire
install and do what he can to make sure your truck is running just as good as mine is I highly
recommend all of his products they are amazing. By swapping to this throttle body, you will get
better throttle response, increased horsepower, and increased torque. Your engine will come to
life and perform like the beast it truly is. This throttle body improved our times by 2 full
seconds. We did 12 runs with the original throttle body and this one just to confirm it. We find
these to be the perfect fit for the low-profile throttle bodies. There is a metal port that connects
to the driver side breather port. We also drill and install a grommet for the idle air bypass. Take
the guess work and the possibility of drilling your air filter incorrectly away, we will gladly do
this step. I noticed the difference immediately. I feels that this beast can breathe so much better!
I would recommend this for anyone wanting to gain some extra HP out of their old This intake is
amazing. I inspected the intake manifold inch by inch when it arrived and I loved it. There is
definitely noticeable more power now that there is better airflow. Russel does an amazing job,
not only with the parts but also with his customer service. He went out of his way to make sure I
got my core charged returned to me. I bought several products from these guys and I am
completely satisfied with all of them. Russle did a amazing job with turn around of the intake to
how it looks and performs it's seriously a huge upgrade for these old I already purchased
another so I will be getting another one done for my other project. I have the low profile throttle
body as well and I must say the throttle response and power I have now is a drastic change
from how my truck was stock. I was border line gonna get rid of the truck cause of the lack of
power now it's not even a option. They are cut back into a balanced much short length. The air
no longer has to get drawn through long runners that make sharp 90 degree turns. Instead each
cylinder can now easily draw the air it needs to make the power a is capable of. The easiest way
to describe the difference is, instead of downshifting just lay into the throttle and watch the
speedo climb. T he difference was 1. Everyone who has gone for a ride has said they all felt a
huge difference. As the driver it feels like I just unhooked the flatbed trailer. Depending on how
quickly you need your new intake, there are two purchasing options:. If it is, we send your new
intake out the same day. We will immediately ship your performance modified intake, simply
send us your old one. Once we receive your intake in usable condition we refund the core
charge fee. We also include our low profile throttle body. The factory intake is restrictive and
draws air through great lengths of individual runners. Allowing your engine to make much more
power. You also will have a throttle response like never before. Almost everything you need to
compete the swap comes in the kit. You can increase the pressure and the volume of your fuel
injectors with the included adjustable Fuel Pressure Regulator. You can also reuse your other
factor sensors. All you will need is; Intake gaskets, some rubber fuel lines, and a flaring Tool.
We recommend installing a wide band air fuel gauge, incase you need larger injectors. If you
have any of these parts call us and we can adjust the price accordingly. Depending on if your
engine is built up you may also need larger injectors. Ditch those squishy water bed style
factory motor mounts. These Bullet-Proof motor mount kits will bolt directly in place of the
factory mounts. Our goal was to make a quality mount that could handle high horsepower, keep
your motor locked down and be smooth enough to use as a daily driver. Excellent quality
construction and a perfect fit on my 79 bronco. Saved me a bunch of time and headache! After
having every motor mount we have purchased fail we decided to make our own. These are a
fully caged polyurethane motor mount kits. They will handle high horsepower engines but are
daily driver friendly. Ours are built at zero degrees with a stock nose up engine. Many other
companies are not. Each of our mount kits are made of DOM
2002 chrysler pt cruiser for sale
toyota aurion atx 2007
08 aura
tubing, polyurethane bushings, plate steel and grade-8 hardware. A pro-rated warranty is
laughable. Simply put if these ever fail or wear out we replace them free of charge. Twisted

Smog Diagnostic Isolator. Another brick nose saved from the junk yard. I drive it every day now.
You can then easily reconnect your vehicle for SMOG compliance. Read Reviews. Low Profile
Throttle Body - 7. Did the throttle body and performance intake and it opened my truck up so
much from Casper wy. Add to Cart. Performance Modified Intake. Ford 5. Almost everything you
need to compete the swap comes in the kit Edelbrock intake and fuel rails Our Low-Profile
Throttle Body includes brand new idle air bypass and pigtail, and new TPS and pigtail Our
Twisted Smog Diagnostic Isolator An adjustable Fuel Pressure Regulator with gauge New
Conversion Throttle cable You can increase the pressure and the volume of your fuel injectors
with the included adjustable Fuel Pressure Regulator. Bullet-Proof Motor Mount Kits.

